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Background to the Project

• Understanding the relationship between the process of fringe belt 
development (historical-geographical approach) and those of centrality and 
compactness (configurational approach).

• Some analyses and elaborations of how the approaches are interlinked 
and how they can be brought together within a comprehensive framework 
(Kropf 2009; Zhang 2015; Oliveira et al. 2014; Oliveira et al. 2015; Scheer 
2016).

• Move beyond a view of history as a simple contextual factor; the temporal 
factor shaping the structuring of form must be deployed dynamically: 
develop an approach to describe the relationship between spatial, 
physical and socio-economic factors diachronically.



• fundamental difference: their focus on different elements of 

the city 

• clear commonalities: economic factors as a leading 

determinant of the development process, land use as key 

social feature, cyclical change/growth

Approach Physical Features Social Features Spatial Relations Human-Physical 
Relations

Temporal 
Relations

Historical-
Geographical

• Site
• Town plan 

(Street, Plot, 
Building)

• Function
• Land Use 

Pattern

• Street Pattern
• Plot Pattern
• Building Pattern

• Social and 
Economic 
Context

• Cyclical change

Configurational • Street
• Open Space

• Use
• Occupation
• Movement

• Network Structure
• Interconnectivity

• Perception
• Movement 

Economy
• Cultural 

context

• Cyclical Growth
• Diversification

• buildings and streets are inextricably linked



• Fringe belt theory describes urban growth as a response to economic cycles: during economic 

slumps institutional and private developments, which require large spaces, accumulate at the 

urban fringe, while during economic booms residential building extends into the new urban 

periphery.

• The processes of expansion and change of fringe belts occur in several ways: social, demographic 

and economic factors can be identified in the type and rate of change of different morphological 

areas.

Conzen’s fringe belt model as concentric belts (left, adapted from Whitehand, 1994) and as radial belts (right).



• The space syntax laws of centrality and compactness describe growth as a process of maintenance 

of inter-accessibility within a settlement by minimising the gain in distance at both a global and 

local level.

• The law of centrality is driven by micro-economic factors, while the law of compactness is driven 

by socio-cultural factors. 

• Research has shown that at certain transformative stages of a city a large gain in accessibility values 

of a locality is followed by subdivisions, which indicates that the law of centrality drives the 

generative process and precedes the emergence of densification.



• Residential densification follows the establishment 

of large land uses in peripheral areas

• Often defined by a fixation line which may be a 

road, most often a wide vehicular road; may form 

along long radial routes or in circular strips (along 

ring roads)

• Certain spatial properties tend to correlate with high

levels of specific land uses (esp. commercial and

service uses)

• The establishment of long routes drive the 

generative process

Fringe Belt Development Centrality and Compactness

• Followed by subdivisions in the surrounding area 

creating many short routes of similar length

• Establishment of large blocks in peripheral areas • Blocks placed peripherally minimises increase in 

universal distance

• Fringe belts initially comprise specific land uses 

(industrial, service, large commercial, etc.)

• Fringe belts formation driven by economic factors • Centrality driven by economic factors

• Compactness driven by socio-cultural factors• Fringe belts expansion and transformation driven by 

social, demographic and economic factors



While the timeline provided various benefits for the understanding of 
the city’s development, the linkages between the processes and the 

socio-economic factors remained static and difficult to read. For this 
reason, a decision was made to animate the timeline into a video.

1. narrative split into two: one including only the primary sources, the other comprising a summary 
of the researcher’s narrative.

2. latter narrative was rewritten and refocused on the interaction between the processes, historical 
events and socio-economic factors 

3. a storyline was developed by the researchers describing in detail how the timeline should unfold 
4. layers of each map presented in the timeline were split according to the storyline
5. researchers working with an animator to produce a video



Conclusions

• looking at the outputs, it is clear that cyclical change and growth are 
occurring in Limassol through the combination of development of long 
routes and establishment of fringe belt uses, and densification, with the 
change occurring repeatedly to spatial properties and to the character of 
fringe belts.

• identification of the fact that the relationship between the process of 
fringe-belt formation and that of centrality seems to be very strong 
and deserves further investigation through other, more empirical 
methods

• accessible and communicative tool to visualize the results of different 
urban morphological approaches and to communicate these not just 
within academia, but also more widely to the planning and design 
sectors, as well as the general public


